Projection neurons in the rat dorsolateral septal nucleus possess recurrent axon collaterals.
Projection neurons in the rat dorsolateral septal nucleus (DLSN) were labeled intracellularly with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) in an in vitro slice preparation. The labeled neurons exhibited widespread 'isodendritic' type dendritic fields. Each of the neurons was identified as a projection neuron by the tracing of its main axon out of DLSN. The axons of these neurons gave rise to intrinsic collaterals which branched to form an extensive axon plexus which was confined to DLSN. These axon collaterals exhibited numerous en passant swellings suggestive of boutons. It is proposed that the recurrent axon collaterals of DLSN projection neurons may form an anatomical substrate for local inhibition within DLSN.